Corporate Design
• Client:
Intercap M&A
• Industry:
Financial –
Mergers and Acquisitions

330 W. 38th Street, #801
New York, NY 10018

LOGO DESIGN
The logo was designed
using contemporary fonts
paired with an old-style
ampersand. A lined pattern
superimposed on the
“M&A” evokes engraved
currency notes. The color palette —
forest green and soft grey — is conservative, solid and
soothing, and again evokes money.

Logo Variations:
• solid grey and grey tint
• reversed “M&A”, for printing on
light colors
• pale grey, for printing on dark colors
• grey “M&A” and reversed company name,
for printing on dark colors

Spot Logos:

WEBSITE
Home Page:
The homepage was designed as a graphical
introduction to the website, with little content.
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1: Home page leads to three subsections:
for Sellers
for Buyers and Investors
for Attorneys, CPAs and fInancial consultants
2: Page features a simple animation of key words – strategies, Resources, and Education – fading up.
3: Quotes are introduced as a key design feature.

Website, continued

Website interior pages:
The three subsections of the site are
designed identically. Pages relevant to
individual subsections are repeated, so
that visitors can
concentrate on the subsite geared
towards them.
1: Top and bottom menus feature
rollovers highlighting active page.
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2: Pulled quotes and stock images are
repeated.
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3: Facts about Intercap’s process and
record are highlighted on every
page.
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4: Intercap’s brochure, back issues of
the quarterly newsletter, and fact
sheets can be downloaded from
dedicated pages.
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STATIONERY
The stationery set was designed to be
clean and simple.

BROCHURE
The 6-panel brochure carries builds on the design established by the company logo and stationery.
1: The corporate color palette is heavily utilized
2: Quotes from company officials and clients are introduced. These will become a recurring feature of
Intercap’s publications, and reinforces the company’s
expertise and solidity.
3: Stock images soften the
design, and provide
relief from the extensive
text.
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COLLATERAL
Newsletter Design:
Design elements introduced in the brochure design are
repeated:
• pulled quotes
• text boxes highlighted by a soft grey gradient
• stock imagery

Fact sheets:
Downloadable as print-optimized PDF from
Intercap’s website.

